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State of the Insurance Business
Due to health and financial uncertainties, more consumers are searching online for life 

insurance than ever before (25-50% higher YoY– McKinsey)

Financial concerns are leading customers to shop around for all policies to find better 
deals, including home, car, and disability insurance

Insurers are innovating their processes to take on new customers, while remaining 
competitive to maintain their current customers



\

Emerging Themes
1. Refunds and Payment Relief

2. Providing a Source of Security 

3. Adjusted Processes

4. Community Support



Refunds and Payment Relief



Health insurance companies are waiving out-of-pocket costs 
for telehealth care and COVID-19 related co-payments



With fewer people on the road and fewer auto claims, car 
insurers are offering refunds to their customers

“We insure more cars than anyone and we see from our claims activity 
people are driving less. This dividend is one of the ways we’re working to 
help our customers during this unprecedented situation,” said Michael 
Tipsord, chairman, president and CEO of State Farm Mutual Automobile 
Insurance Company.



Insurers are delaying payments due to customers facing 
financial challenges



Car insurers are supporting delivery drivers by automatically 
covering their policies

Delivering? You’re Covered.
If you’re making deliveries to make ends meet, you’re covered. 
SafeAuto will temporarily suspend enforcement of the delivery 
exclusion under our Personal Auto Policy. 

From March 20, 2020 through May 31, 2020, we will temporarily 
provide coverage for policyholders while they provide delivery 
services (restaurants, retailers, groceries, pharmacies, etc.) on behalf 
of businesses using their personal cars that are covered by their 
SafeAuto policy.



Businessowners are automatically receiving policy refunds 
by insurers like Liberty Mutual



Direct-to-consumer insurance companies are providing simple 
solutions for those looking for health and life insurance



So What?
• All verticals of insurance are looking to help their payees/providers

• Insurers are stepping up to financially help their customers now, which will strengthen 
their relationships post COVID-19

• The insurance industry exists to protect customers in situations such as the COVID-19 
pandemic and is integral to the outcomes, it's important to remain vocal and 
prominent throughout the crisis



Providing a Source of Security



Since lives are now more digital than ever, Allstate is providing 
free identity protection to their customers for a year



Insurers are reassuring 
customers that the company 
is financially secure to pay 
life insurance claims



So What?
• Use emotion to counter fear – lean into your organization's mission

• Insurers provide protection, now is the time to emphasize the security you will 
continue to bring

• Directly address new and rising concerns from your customers and their stakeholders



Adjusted Processes



Filing claims online was 
commonplace, but now it 
is the norm



Insurers are finding 
alternative solutions outside 
of medical exams to sign up 
new customers

You May Not Need a Life Insurance 
Medical Exam
Companies that required a life insurance 
medical exam a few months ago might 
have alternatives now. For these exams, 
a paramedical professional typically 
comes to your house and takes a variety 
of measurements such as height, weight 
and blood pressure. Getting blood and 
urine samples is also a standard part of a 
life insurance medical exam - FORBES

https://www.forbes.com/advisor/life-insurance/medical-exam/


Dental insurers are pivoting to teledentistry and extending 
coverage for services



So What?
• Showcase speed and resiliency to pivot and advance technology in order to meet the 

needs of customers

• Delivering new solutions and adapting to a “transient normal” is important to remain 
competitive



Community Support



Insurers are giving back to the communities where their 
customers live and work



Insurers are supporting their customers with financial and 
mental health tips



So What?
• Opportunity to reinforce brand value

• Opportunity to live your mission and help communities in time of need

• Support all areas of customers’ needs: emotional, physical, and financial



Outlook and Forecast
Insurers will need to remain competitive as health and financial concerns will exist 
post shelter-in-place

B2B:

• Businesses will be looking to insurers to recover from business loss

• Help support companies HR teams by giving them the right resources and tools for their own employees

B2C:

• Customers will rely on the flexibility of healthcare and payment plans

• Insurers will need to show the adaptation of new technologies and processes including exams, telehealth, and the 
entire claims process as these will now become more expected

• Continued support of the community as economic recovery will take some time



How OvareGroup can help
SERVICE HOW IT WORKS

Brand positioning New offerings and community support should be clearly stated to strengthen relationships and remain 
competitive

Messaging strategy Brand voice and message should remain constant and consistent with previous messages –
familiarization and constant figures are key during times of crisis

Video content Remain active on broad awareness vehicles such as radio, OTT, and broadcast cable, it's important to 
continue to be present during these times because customers are looking for guidance and support

CRM Regular tips and suggestions should be communicated with customers; updates and reminders of new 
policy inclusions to ensure they are utilizing their benefits

Direct mail Communicate updates and benefits with current customers; Reach out to lapsed customers with 
new offerings

Targeted digital ad 
lead-gen campaigns

Appeal to customers’ concerns from the uncertainties, monitor CTR performance for keywords and 
creative messages
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Insurers Included:

• Aetna.com

• AIG.Com

• Anthem.com

• BrightHealthPlan.com

• DeltaDental.com
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• LibertyMutual.com

• Metlife.com

• NorthwesternMutual.com

• Nationwide.com

• Progressive.com

• SafeAuto.com

• StateFarm.com
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